ANGEL INVESTMENT
IN DIVERSITY
BEST PRACTICE GUIDANCE

FOREWORD
UKBAA is committed to creating a diverse, equal, and inclusive
angel and early-stage investment ecosystem across the UK.
Angel investment is the most
significant source of early-stage
risk capital for innovating growth
businesses. Angels bring not only
equity funding, but access to business
experience, strategic advice, contacts
and links to support and nurture
early-stage growth. Yet across
the UK, many women founders,
Black, Asian and Ethnic Minority
founders and those from other
underrepresented groups are failing
to access this vital source of finance
and support to help them achieve
their business growth ambitions:
a situation that was highlighted
starkly during the pandemic.
There have been a number of
valuable research reports carried
out by key players across the
investment market, providing insights
into the challenges and barriers
diverse founders experience when
seeking access to investment, also
demonstrating the intersectionality of
many of these issues. Our research
on the UK Angel market, carried out
last year in partnership with British
Business Bank, revealed also the
continuing lack of diversity within
the angel and early-stage investment
community. The proportion of
women investors in angel groups
remains at only 16-18% and with
investors from Black, Asian and Ethnic
Minorities making up only 11% of
our angel investment community.

In the light of all this evidence, it is
clear that the time is right for our
community to take practical steps
for action to ensure diversity in
angel and early-stage investment.
We know it’s not just because it’s
the right thing to do but makes
sense from an investment point
of view. Data shows us that many
of the most successful founders
achieving scale, exits and IPOs here
in the UK have come from diverse
backgrounds. However, currently,
many angel investors and groups lack
diverse founders in their pipeline and
portfolio and are missing out on these
future successful growth stories.
UKBAA is a proud founding signatory
of the Investing in Women Code
which came out of the Rose Review
and delighted to see that a growing
number of our members have also
signed the code. This has enabled
us, together with British Business
Bank, BVCA and UK Finance to
take coordinated action in gathering
gender-related data on an annual
basis and to track the experiences
of women founders through the
investment process. We also plan
to start the collection of ethnicity
related investment data which will
give us even greater insights on
intersectional issues related to angel
and venture capital investments.

A further focus for our actions at
UKBAA is to increase the diversity
of our angel investment community
since we know that this will both
increase access to deal flow from
diverse founders and influence the
investment decision-making and
outcomes. It is heartening to see that
more women are becoming angel
investors and joining our community
and we welcome the emergence
of several new Black investment
groups. However, we still have
a long way to go to build a more
diverse angel investment base.
We are pleased to present the
Angel Investment in Diversity Best
Practice Guidance which draws
directly on the combined expertise
of many valued members of our
investment community who have
provided their insights and ideas on
what more can be done to support
investment in diversity and examples
of good practice. We hope that,
with the help of these tools and
resources, we can all work together
to create a meaningful increase in
investments in diverse founders and
ensure a sustainable shift in diversity,
equality, and inclusion across our
entrepreneurial finance ecosystem.

JENNY TOOTH OBE
CEO | UK Business
Angels Association

OVERVIEW OF THE BEST
PRACTICE GUIDANCE
The Angel Investment in Diversity Best Practice
Guidance is set out in three key sections:
SECTION ONE focuses particularly on organisational
strategy including data transparency and key structural and
process-related changes that could be taken to address
issues from pipeline and deal origination, evaluation and
due diligence, through to investment decision-making.

SECTION TWO focuses on actions to ensure an
organisational commitment and strategies to integrate
diversity across organisational practices, including data analysis
and communications and addressing unconscious bias.

SECTION THREE sets out actions that can be taken to
increase diversity among angel investors groups and syndicates
from recruitment through to education, support and integration.
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ONE
Expand your network and
process for referrals and leads to
enable access to a wider pool of
investment-ready founders from
different backgrounds by establishing
new connections and partnerships
with diverse investor groups and
entrepreneur communities, including
offering “open office hours”.

FOUR
Make a visible, strategic commitment
to investing in diversity with
measurable targets for improvement,
agreed at board and management
level, and ensure that this is
communicated through all your internal
and external channels and materials.

EIGHT
Develop a focused marketing
and outreach campaign to raise
awareness of angel investment
opportunities among relevant
business networks and communities.
Create co-investment partnerships
with existing diverse investor groups.

FIVE
Sign the Investing in Women Code
and commit to gathering meaningful
data on investing in diversity, including
deal flow; investment consideration
and levels of investment, reporting
annually for inclusion in aggregated form
through the IWC Annual Report.

NINE
Provide access to a dedicated
programme of investor education
and training, to support new
investors from diverse backgrounds
to provide knowledge and
confidence to invest, including
mentoring and “buddying” with
more experienced investors.

TWO
Adjust your thresholds and core
requirements to create a more
open and accessible channel for
diverse founders to present and
be considered for investment,
including offering pre-pitch support
and advice to less-experienced
high potential diverse founders.
THREE
Review and adjust your internal
processes for evaluation, due
diligence, negotiation and investment
decision-making. Identify how
you can adjust your parameters
and improve the potential for
an open-minded approach to
diversity and achieving a more
inclusive and diverse portfolio.

SIX
Ensure you are continuously
measuring your progress by
developing baseline statistics
from which you can review your
commitment and improvements
in deal flow, investments
made and portfolio diversity
within your group and identify
opportunities for further change.
SEVEN
Review the level of diversity in your
group and commit to increasing
the diversity and representation
within your team, including
both those assessing deals and
investment decision-makers, offering
opportunities for development
including leadership opportunities.

TEN
Establish a welcoming and open
environment to engage with and
support the integration of new
members and make relevant
adjustments to infrastructure and
processes to enable inclusion
and participation in reviewing
investment opportunities, due
diligence and decision making.

SECTION ONE: ACTIONS TO INCREASE THE DIVERSITY
OF YOUR PIPELINE AND INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO
INCREASING THE DIVERSITY OF YOUR DEAL FLOW
REVIEWING YOUR CURRENT PIPELINE:
Gather data on the deals coming toward you, so that
you can identify the level of diversity in your pipeline.
Consider the following:
What are the profiles and backgrounds of the founders coming
towards your group and how far do these reflect diversity?
Where is your deal flow coming from and does that, as your
primary source, cause limitations and how can this be widened?
What levels of data do you capture at the application and
registration phase and how can this be improved to increase
your insights and understanding about founder backgrounds?
What feedback do you gain about the experiences of
founders who approach your organisation?
OPENING YOUR CONNECTIONS AND
DEAL FLOW SOURCES:
Expand your network of referrals and/or open your
group to new sources to enable access to a wider pool of
investment-ready founders from different backgrounds.
Consider taking the following steps:
Attend events hosted by groups working with diverse
background founders.
Connect with angels active in circles you are not familiar with
who are already actively investing in diversity.
Draw on your current portfolio of investee businesses
or portfolios of your investor members to access other
investment-ready businesses from diverse backgrounds
within their own peer networks.
Create links with accelerator or investment readiness
programmes in your region that are supporting
diverse founders.
Subscribe to newsletters from diverse-founder or investor
focused organisations.
Review and follow-up case studies and success stories
among diverse founders.

ENGAGING WITH DIVERSE FOUNDERS’
PRE-INVESTMENT
Consider working with diverse founders at an earlier
stage in their investment journey. This will enable you to
identify founders that you can develop as a pre-investment
pipeline, and you can provide valuable early-stage advice or
introductions to increase their investment readiness.
Offer open sessions or “open office hours” to enable a wide
range of founders who do not have access to your usual
referral sources.
Provide introductions on behalf of the founder to members
of your network, setting some time aside to share links and
resources with founders that are not investment-ready, but
might benefit from being given next step options.
Get involved/speak at investment readiness sessions/workshops/
demo days being offered by accelerator programmes focused
on diversity and provide inside information about how to
position their business for investment.
CHANGING YOUR PROCESSES FOR
ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION OF
FOUNDER PROPOSALS:
Review how you evaluate and select the investment
proposals to put forward to your investors and what criteria
you use to reject proposals. Use this to identify where
processes and parameters can be adjusted to open the
opportunities for founders from diverse backgrounds to
pitch to your investor group. Consider the following actions.
Remove personal identifying information from pitch proposals.
Make adjustments to thresholds and requirements
concerning such areas as experience and traction.
Offer to have follow up calls/meetings with founders from
diverse backgrounds that have interesting propositions/
proposals but that may not fit all your requirements. Provide
them with the opportunity to present their idea to you
without the formality of a pitch.
Stay in touch with a business that at the current time might
not be considered ready for your investment, but could
meet your criteria in the months ahead.

ADJUSTING YOUR APPROACH TO
FOUNDER PITCHING/PRESENTATIONS
TO INVESTORS:

ADJUSTING YOUR INVESTMENT
DECISION-MAKING AND DUE DILIGENCE

Review how you organise pitch presentations and identify
what adjustments you could make to increase the potential
for a successful outcome for a founder.

Ensure that follow up and due diligence meetings and
deal negotiations are conducted in a manner to ensure a
satisfactory and fair and open-minded experience, including
seeking feedback from founders on their experience.

Consider alternative approaches which differ from traditional
pitch sessions as a route to attracting a different group
of founders, for example,.round tables or one to one
presentations.
Offer additional support to diverse founders on building and
delivering their pitch and preparing to meet with investors.

PROCESSES

Consider developing an agreed framework of questions
and assigning a moderator/lead to ensure that questions are
open, transparent and unbiased.
Identify the reasons for accepting or rejecting a deal as a
result of due diligence, also and identify what can be changed
in relation to thresholds and criteria.

Review how question and answer sessions are moderated
during or following the pitch and adjust to avoid questions
that are limiting or and an open-minded approach to
questioning or the nature of the questions.

Adjust decision-making criteria to open your investments to
diverse founder backgrounds.

Consider establishing a standard framework for questions
that increase opportunities to explore future potential, rather
than focusing on risk and negatives.

Review the composition of your investment group and those
making the decisions, or negotiating the deal terms and
take action to increase the diversity of the players to ensure
breadth of perspectives and insights. (See Section 3 below)

SECTION TWO: MAKING AN ORGANISATIONAL
COMMITMENT TO INVESTING IN DIVERSITY
ESTABLISHING A CLEAR, STRATEGIC,
AND VISIBLE COMMITMENT:

COMMIT TO GATHERING DATA ON YOUR
INVESTMENTS

Make a clear commitment to your vision of backing
founders from diverse backgrounds and increasing
diversity in your investments and being transparent
about the founders in your investment portfolio.

Set up processes to collect data on the diversity of your
pipeline, investment decision-making, and investments made.

Ensure that this commitment is adopted at board
level in your organisation and that is a shared
commitment by all members and staff.
If you are not already a signatory, take steps to sign the
Investing in Women Code and commit to data gathering,
appointing a dedicated member of your organisation
to lead and adopt the best practice guidance.
Ensure that your commitment, strategic objectives,
and good practice approaches are made clear on your
public-facing information and are supported by your
day-to-day approaches to working with entrepreneurs.
Review your organisation and identify if you have the
opportunity to add further members to your team and
your board to enable a more diverse operational and
strategic group of players within your organisation to
reflect your core objectives to increase diversity.
Identify a senior member of your team, or investor
group to lead on ensuring changes are implemented
and coordinating efforts across your organisation.
Develop agreed targets and KPIs for progression
towards diversity in investment and review
these regularly at board level.

As a signatory to the Investing in Women Code,
you should collect and provide annual data to be
aggregated in the joint annual report. This will include
both gender-related data and ethnicity-related data.
Data collected should follow the guidelines for the
Code, including data recording and collection. This
will include both gender related data and ethnicity,
from pipeline of applications for investment, through
to consideration for investment and investments
made. Additionally, how much finance is requested
and how much is allocated by your investors.
Analyse the data you are collecting and develop baseline
statistics upon which you can measure your commitment
and improvements in deal flow and portfolio diversity.
This data should be based on founders applying to access
investment and securing investment through your group
and your processes for evaluation and decision-making.
Develop a system for inbound deal flow in which all
founders are asked to provide self-identifying data so
that you have a clearer view of the level of diversity in
the investment opportunities coming toward you.
Regularly review key data collection points
covering gender, ethnicity, and any other
aspects of diversity you wish to record.
Reviewing data on a regularly scheduled recurring date will
ensure you are committed to tracking change and progress.
Where data indicates a lack of improvement
in diversity, complete a self-inventory again to
identify where any outstanding gaps are apparent
or where new ones have developed.

SECTION THREE: INCREASING DIVERSITY
IN YOUR INVESTMENT GROUP
Establishing diversity within your core investment group is vital to creating a culture of inclusivity within
not only your group and portfolio but also in the broader investment ecosystem. An important step in this
process is to review the composition of your group and identify visible gaps in the proportion of women
investors and investors from Black, Asian and Ethnic Minority and other backgrounds. Commit to taking
key steps in your organisation to recruit and support investors from diverse backgrounds.

ATTRACTING AND RECRUITING NEW
DIVERSE INVESTOR MEMBERS
Review your recruitment processes and identify where you
are drawing your investors from and commit to attracting
investors from a wider range of backgrounds and sources
including women, Black, Asian and Ethnic Minority investors.
Revise your marketing and communications messages
to new and potential investors to attract them to join
your group and clearly explain your commitment to
diversifying your investment group and the benefits.

ENGAGEMENT AND EDUCATION
Provide access to a programme of investor education
and training. This could be set up internally through
your organisation and/or facilitating access to the UKBAA
educational resources and events for new investors.
Establish a dedicated coordinator role or investor member
to welcome and support new investors from diverse
communities and establish a “buddying” system with a more
experienced investor to support them through the process.
INTEGRATION

Ensure the faces and communicators on
your website and social media reflect the
communities you are seeking to attract.
Create links with relevant business, professional networks
and sources of potential investors and partnerships with
existing investment groups focusing on diversity to identify
opportunities for cross-syndication and co-investment.
Create a welcoming culture for new and potential
investors from these groups, including open investor
hours, social investor gatherings or investor briefings
to gain a better understanding of how the group
operates and what it can offer to new investors.

Make relevant adjustments to your current infrastructure
and arrangements to enable more inclusive participation
at events, such as pitch presentations and investor
briefings, including the potential for making use of online
facilities and adjusting the timing of events, taking account
of issues such as family and care responsibilities.
Review how investment meetings and due diligence
sessions are conducted to ensure that discussions encourage
inclusion and participation by new and less experienced
investors and enable the views of diverse investors to be
heard and taken into account. Consider the role of the
lead investor in enabling a wide and open discussion.
Support and facilitate opportunities to enable women
investors and investors from, Black, Asian, and other
Ethnic Minority groups to develop skills and experience to
become investment leaders at pre and post-investment
stage, and/or to sit on investment committees.
Offer additional support, training and buddying with
other deal leaders and provide opportunities to
develop a roadmap for professional development.

INDUSTRY BACKGROUND REPORTS
B Alison Rose Review of Female Entrepreneurship

B British Business Bank: UK Venture Capital and Female Founders

B British Business Bank: Alone Together Entrepreneurship and Diversity in the UK

B BVCA: Diversity and Inclusion Report

B Cornerstone Partners: Access to Venture Capital

B Guidance and Best Practice Examples for VCs,
Private Equity and Institutional Investors

B Diversity VC: Diversity in UK Venture Capital

B Diversity VC: Venturing into Diversity & Inclusion

B Diverstiy VC: Women in UK Venture Capital

B Extend Ventures: Diversity Beyond Gender

B HM Treasury: Investing in Women Code Annual Progress Report

B The Parker Review Committee: Ethnic Diversity Enriching Business Leadership

B 10x10 & Google for Startups: The Black Report
For further updates on reports and relevant industry information: www.ukbaa.org.uk
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